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Today

Measuring sustainability of urban districts using 

the DPL assessment method

 Case studies: Hoensbroek, Kerkrade-West, 

Sittard

 Conclusions and thoughts:
Does demographic shrinkage imply that the 

affected regions are in the ideal position to 
create a sustainable local environment? 



DPL: Sustainability Profile of an urban district 

 Triple bottom line: 
People, Planet, Profit

 Divided into 24 aspects
 DPL measures the sustainability performance of 

a district and makes a comparison with a 
reference district

 Availability of data in municipalities
 Link with existing Dutch initiatives: a.o. GPR for buildings, EPC, 

GSB surveys, CAR model, GES

 DPL applied in over 30 municipalities in about 
80 districts



Aspects of sustainability: triple bottom line



DPL 2.0



DPL projects Hoensbroek, Kerkrade, Sittard

 Commissioned by the Province of Limburg
 Sustainability profile of existing districts and 

plans
 Restructuring districts in planning phase
Old miner districts (±1900 

and more recent)
 Low quality of housing
 Social issues 

(unemployment, unsafety, 
nuisance)

 Demographic shrinkage



Sittard-Geleen
Hoensbroek (Heerlen) 
Kerkrade

DPL projects Hoensbroek, Kerkrade, Sittard

(RPB, 2006)

Shrinkage # inhab. (1995-2005)

Shrinkage # inhab. (2005 - 2025)

Shrinkage # hh. (2005-2025)



Hoensbroek
800 ha, 20,000 inhabitants

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/97/Kasteel_Hoensbroek1.jpg�
http://www.plaats.nl/var/10/full/10797.jpg�


Kerkrade – West
1,000 ha, 15,525 inhabitants



Sittard – TASs area
54 ha, 2,500 inhabitants



DPL profiles current situation



DPL profiles current situation (2)

Weaker points:
 Energy performance houses
 Separating and reuse rain water
 Social safety and social cohesion
 Quality of houses
 Noise annoyance

Municipalities, Housing corporations and the Province are 
dedicated to improve (together with inhabitants) the 
sustainability performance of the areas



Plans to improve sustainability performance

 Planet
 Demolition and new houses: improving energy performance new 

houses 
 Renovation:  improving energy performance existing houses
 Slow traffic streets add to better air quality (Kerkrade) 

 People
 Vacant space used for ‘pocketparks’, collective gardens, ponds, 

playgrounds, sports fields
 Better quality houses: less noise annoyance (selective 

demolition) and bigger (merging)
 Social programs to push back unemployment and annoyance 

from the streets
 Clustering services
 Maintaining accessibility by public transport



Plans to improve sustainability performance (2)

 Profit
 Improving employment 

 renovation by inhabitants handyman companies
 youth work training programs
 stimulating companies to hire long time unemployed

 Function flexibility of buildings (living versus working: 
e.g. B&B)

 Expectation: DPL scores plans will increase. 
Kerkrade-West: 6,9 + 0,5 = 7,4



Thoughts on sustainability in three areas



Conclusions

Does demographic shrinkage imply that the affected regions are in the 
ideal position to create a sustainable local environment? 

 Relationship shrinkage and sustainability (3P) is complex
 Both positive and negative effects on short and long term

 Financially harder:
 Sustainable urban planning needs investments
 In shrinkage areas there is less revenue due to selling plots

 In researched areas people felt relatively unsafe and 
social cohesion was lower than average. Possibly due to 
vacancy and moving of ‘original’ inhabitants

 Shrinkage is a reason to take physical and social 
measures that also improve sustainability performance



Recommendations: how to become more 
sustainable?

 Improve old housing stock
 Return green space to surroundings
 Create space for sustainable energy
E.g. sustainable power plant Limburg

30,000 households on sustainable electricity
 Protect liveliness districts
 Protect cultural heritage
 Sustainable businesses
E.g. Gulpener Brewery

Employment, local products (hop), regional pride

 Promoting quiet and space among elderly

http://www.wattmooi.nl/�


Thank you for your attention

Comments or questions?

 DPL demo download: www.ivam.uva.nl

http://www.ivam.uva.nl/�
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